About CI-UNH

Confucius Institute at UNH is a non-profit educational institution housed in the College of Liberal Arts. A partnership between Chengdu University in Sichuan Province, China, and UNH, the institute offers a wide array of Chinese language and culture courses at UNH.

About Shandong Normal University

Located in Jinan City, Shandong Province, China, Shandong Normal University is one of the earliest institutions of higher learning established in Shandong Province after the founding of the People’s Republic of China. It has two campuses, covering an area of 600 acres. Currently there are 35,000 full-time students and 200 international students.

About Hanban

Hanban/Confucius Institute Headquarters, a public institution affiliated with the Chinese Ministry of Education, is committed to providing Chinese language and cultural teaching resources and services worldwide. It is committed to meeting the demands of foreign Chinese learners and contributing to the development of multiculturalism and the building of a harmonious world.

CI-UNH wishes to acknowledge the support and sponsorship of the following organizations:

Hanban, Shandong Normal University, Chengdu University, Federman Foundation, UNH College of Liberal Arts, UNH President’s Office

September 20th, 2015
6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Johnson Theatre
Program List

University Welcome

1. Martial Arts: Chinese Style Boxing by Haiou Wang, Kai Yan, Zehong Sui, Rongen Wang, and Weixiang Ji
   武术表演《拳术》
   表演者：王海鸥、闫凯、随则宏、王荣恩、纪尉相

2. Solo Vocal: “Cooing Dove” by Chunyan Song
   女声独唱《关爱》表演者：宋春燕

3. Dance: “The Soul of the Terracotta Warriors” by Ke Zhang, Shuai Yang and Fei Cao
   舞蹈《秦俑魂》表演者：张珂、杨帅、曹飞

4. Sona Solo: “Lantern Festival on a Snowy Night” by Zixuan Wang
   哑呐独奏《正月十五闹雪灯》表演者：王子旋

5. Dance: “The Life of Peking Opera” by Xi Wang, Zhaoxuan Xue, Shuya Zhang, and Rong Fu
   体育舞蹈《京戏人生》
   表演者：王溪、薛兆轩、张淑雅、傅蓉

   武术表演《器械》
   表演者：闫凯、随则宏、王荣恩、纪尉相

7. Solo Vocal: “O Sole Mio” by Zihao Liu
   声乐独唱《我的太阳》表演者：刘子豪

8. Ethnic Dance by Shandong Normal University
   舞蹈《民族舞荟—维吾尔族、蒙古族、傣族、朝鲜族、藏族》表演者：姜琳、杨帅、王雨、曹飞、丁泉杰

9. Erhu Solo: “Beautiful Night” and “Galloping Horses” by Yunshan Gao
   二胡独奏《良宵》《万马奔腾》表演者：高云山

10. Vocal Duet: “Jasmine Flower” and “The Toasting Song” by Chunyan Song, Zihao Liu
    二重唱《茉莉花》《饮酒歌》表演者：宋春燕、刘子豪

11. Dance: “Hua Dan” by Quanjie Ding, Lin Jiang, and Yu Wang
    舞蹈《俏花旦》表演者：丁泉杰、姜琳、王雨

12. Martial Arts by Haiou Wang, Kai Yan, Zehong Sui, Rongen Wang, and Weixiang Ji
    武术表演《对练、互动》
    表演者：王海鸥、闫凯、随则宏、王荣恩、纪尉相

13. Latin Dance: “Red Like Fire”
    体育舞蹈《火一样的红》
    表演者：王溪、薛兆轩、张淑雅、傅蓉

14. Vocal Quartet: “Crescent Moon Rising” and “Oh! Susana” by Mingshui Huang, Zaowei Qiu, Chunyan Song, and Zihao Liu
    男女声四重唱《半个月亮爬上来》《苏珊娜》
    表演者：黄明水、邱兆伟、宋春燕、刘子豪

15. Shang Dong Folk Dance: “Falling In Love”
    舞蹈《中国山东民间舞—相亲相爱》
    表演者：丁泉杰、姜琳、王雨、张珂、杨帅、曹飞